MARYLAND HERE FOR CLASH WITH JACKETS

Dr. Lewis to Address Inter-Fraternity Banquet

LaFayette College President Will Be Principal Speaker At Annual Banquet

ENTUSIASM AROUSED

Athletic Club Scene of Get-Together

Dr. William R. Lewis will deliver the principal address at the annual inter-fraternity banquet at the Atlantic Athletic Club, April 14th. Dr. Lewis is a member of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity, formerly president of George Washington University and now president of LaFayette College. He was one of the principal speakers in the Inter-Fraternity Conference before the 1926 session of this body and it is with a great deal of pleasure that his advice is looked forward to at this fraternity get-together. Through his office, he has been able to derive material for the speeches which have been presented at this fraternity get-together.

The reports on ticket sales so far have shown that there is a great deal of enthusiasm over this banquet. Some fraternities have required each man in the chapter to buy one of these tickets. They are doing this because they believe there is a lesson to be gained from such a practice. One has an opportunity to look about him and see the men that belong to each fraternity, and thereby become more familiar with the activities of other fraternities. This will help them understand better the things that are going on in the Inter-Fraternity Conference and thereby improve the intersorority relations. It is hoped that Dr. Lewis' address this year will help make the fraternity realize that they do have a great deal in common and their rivalry should be of a friendly nature and not in the form of a hatred as in some cases.

Prof. Hannaford Is Honored by A.I.E.E.

Elected Chairman of Student Activities Body

Election of Professor E. S. Hannaford to the position of chairman of the student's activities committee of the American Institute of Electrical Engineering, southern division, and decision to hold the next student's conference in conjunction with the southern regional convention of the institute has been made. The conference is scheduled for the first time, Saturday, at Tech.

Discussing the institute from the standpoint of the student, Saturday morning, W. H. Holman, president of the senior class at Tech, showed the importance of the institute to everyone except the students who frequent the institute, since the institute is the electrical industry in years following. H. H. Henline, of New York, assistant secretary of the institute, outlined the history of the institute and the student activities conference in his address. Other speakers were Professors W. S. Stearns, of the university, and Professor W. S. Bodman, of the University of Cincinnati.

In his address on "A Solution of Power Factor Correction" Friday night at Tech, R. T. McCormick, of the St. Louis factory of the Wagner Electric corporation, stated that there is now in use in this country one billion dollars worth of electrical machinery which would be unnecessary if (Continued on Page 3, Column 5)

ANNUAL BLUE RIDGE CONFERENCE OPENS JUNE 15 IN NORTH CAROLINA

Rifle Team Wins Fourth Corps Area Trophy

Third consecutive win secures cup

Represent Arm in 1928 Intercollegiate Match

Competing with seventeen other colleges in the Fourth Corps Area, Tech's stellar Rifle Team brought home the bacon for the third consecutive year, thus securing the beautiful loving cup presented to the winners by the corps area.

At parade Thursday, March 29, the high scorers: L. V. Stover, R. A. Anderson, M. F. Martin, G. S. O'Bear, J. B. Beggs, J. K. Bell, F. F. Meyers, W. F. Brannon, W. O. Smith and L. L. Aderholt marched to front and (Continued on Page 3, Column 4)

Students Assembly for Ten Days' Stay

VARIOUS COLLEGES TO BE REPRESENTED

Plato Complained for Event

The Southern Students Conference meets annually in June at Blue Ridge, North Carolina, in the heart of the Blue Ridge Mountains. The Conference is composed of college and university students on the grounds of the Blue Ridge Association, which belongs to the Young Men's Christian Association of the South. The grounds are set in the midst of the Blue Ridge Mountains, in the midst of scenery so unusual and unexplored anywhere in America. The Blue Ridge section has offered for the second annual Blue Ridge Conference, which opens June 15 for Annual Session.

Students Assembly for Ten Days' Stay

Two Tech Students Receive National Recognition

Bickers and Forest Awarded Medals

Two Tech men are to receive national recognition for their classroom activities during the four years of study. The National Association of Cotton Manufacturers will award their medal, the Curtis Scholar Medal to H. F. Bickers, senior in the textile department. The Georgia medal is to be presented to J. M. Forest for all round excellence in textiles.

The recognition by the association usually means more than an award, for past records show that men who (Continued on Page 3, Column 5)

Single Contest Scheduled for Tomorrow

CLOSE GAME PREDICTED

Maryland Invades Clay Field on Trip South

Maryland will invade Clay Field for one game battle. Maryland, from reports received in Atlanta, has a mighty strong team, and should give the Jackets plenty of work to cobble them. Maryland will play the University of Georgia two games Thursday and Friday, and there should be some dope on their strength after these games.

The Jackets showed plenty of power and hitting ability in the Ole Miss game, and with the top good work, they should triumph over the Maroon team. The Tech outfield is the hardest hitting trio in the Conference, and with their power the Jackets should easily get up over the invaders. In the Petrel games, the Jackets have come out rather late, and almost too late to win the games, both victories having only a margin of one run. The in-field, while off in the first game, showed plenty of ability and will be in fine working order by Saturday. The game was started at three o'clock at Clay Field.

Nash Sales Engineer Addresses Commerce Department

W. W. Burroughs Delivers Educational Speech

Mr. W. W. Burroughs, sales engineer of the Motor Car, has principal speaker before the upper classmen of the commerce department last Wednesday. He brought to the men a vivid and pungent message of the character of modern salesmanship. Keen in his desire to obtain a firm foothold in business and industry, and the better we are able to influence the other fellow as to ourselves, our product, our ability and our worth the more successful we will be. Mr. Burroughs attributes enthusiasm, imagination, loyalty, concentration and personal appearance necessary items in attaining our individual ambitions.

The talk was forcefully brought home to the students by frequent allusions to his master-pieces "Caesar" whom Mr. Burroughs considered the greatest salesman the world has produced.

The speaker further remarked that active participation of a young man in college activities, his school record, and self development during the four years' course, were qualifications that any business firm considered when employing a person.

Mr. McLaughlin and Orrak Address A. S. M. E.

Prof. Stovall Host to M. E. students

On Tuesday the 27th of March the members of the A. S. M. E. were privileged to attend a lecture given by Mr. McLaughlin, on the Curtis Steam Turbine. Mr. McLaughlin is the accepted authority on this type of turbine in the South. The lecture (Continued on Page 6, Column 2)
HONOR SYSTEM

An honor system is as necessary to the well being of a college as the funds that make that college possible.

An honor system between Texas Tech students willing to sit idly by and do nothing to make that honor system live is simply not worth having.

You know that there are those among your own classmates who pass through their courses by methods unfair, and then when they are criminals they are of their own admission. You consider yourself honest, you know that there are those who do not.

Perhaps it is possible that because you understand that they are necessary the admittance of rules are made for the masses, therefore they must have enforcement.

In colleges and universities grades and regulations and rules have been set forth and sometimes to some degree are a necessity. It is a great American life—this college life. But an offense is awarded for not acquainting himself with the particular rule which has caused his misfortune is absolutely necessary for visiting the Opportunities for visiting the multitude of things to do.

Before an offense is awarded for not acquainting himself with the particular rule which has caused his misfortune every time that the musicians started playing Glory Glory Hallelujah we proceeded on down North Avenue with another fellow-sufferer, who like ourselves wasn’t quite a freshman: we observed the long started extension of Techwood Drive, the foundation of the new dining hall. The question did on to the completion of the stadium and the present new administration.

The fellow student finally expressed our sentiments exactly with the remark that he be let go of new things around the old school. We got through with him.

The sad news that we had just come to us. We proceeded on down North Avenue with another fellow sufferer, who like ourselves wasn’t quite a freshman: we observed the long started extension of Techwood Drive, the foundation of the new dining hall. The question did on to the completion of the stadium and the present new administration.

The fellow student finally expressed our sentiments exactly with the remark that he be let go of new things around the old school. We got through with him.

Friday, April 6:

Baseball Tech vs. Maryland (Grant Field) 4:00 P.M.
Kappa Alpha Formal Dance (Driift Hulds) 10:30 P.M.

Saturday, April 7:

Baseball Tech vs. Maryland (Grant Field) 3:00 P.M.
Chi Phi Tau Dance (Driift Hulds Golf Club) 9:00 P.M.

Sunday, April 8:

Sunday School Church 9:45 A.M.

Monday, April 9:

Two Technical Staff Meeting ("Y" Basement) 5:00 P.M.

Tuesday, April 10:

Technique Make-up Staff Meeting ("Y" Basement) 6:00 P.M.

Wednesday, April 11:

Yellow Jacket Staff Meeting ("Y" Basement) 11:00 A.M.

Technique Staff Meeting ("Y" Basement) 4:00 P.M.

Thursday, April 12:

Two Technical Staff Meeting ("Y" Basement) 4:00 P.M.

CAMPUS CALENDAR

ANNUAL BLUE RIDGE CONFERENCE IN JULY

(Continued from Page 1)

May 23 — 7—8 P. M., Central Standard time.

Frequency 1,110 Kilocycles
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In the Registrar's office there is the opportunity for visiting the campuses of North Avenue with another fellow-sufferer, who like ourselves wasn’t quite a freshman: we observed the long started extension of Techwood Drive, the foundation of the new dining hall.
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Coach Alexander Endorses Blue Ridge
As Ideal Place for Summer Vacation

Coach Alexander in an interview the other day, heartily endorsed Blue Ridge as an ideal place to spend the summer vacation. During his college days he attended the conference several times and enjoyed himself very much. At one time he was unable to get the necessary funds so he wasted ad on the tables to help make his expenses. He was with Gene Turner one summer at the conference and he has never forgotten the lessons that he learned there during the summer.

Every man lives his life for--his Lady

1. He grows up—searching for her! And when he finds HER—
2. He builds homes for her—he builds buildings, cities, business—
3. He battles every day for her—fights his heart out some days—
4. All TO PLEASE HER!—And now comes a special day that she hopes he won't forget—EASTER, next Sunday! Here's something she particularly wants you to do above all:

CLOTHES FOR MAN WERE never so good-looking. The hats can be gorgeously patterned. The suits can be heroine.

This is the suit you want. You find it in Muse’s University STYLE COURT on Muse’s third floor.

MUSE'S
Next Sunday Is Easter

$35 to $50
with one and two pairs of trousers!

If your suit is gray, your hat should be the definite tone of gray that goes with your particular suit—
If your suit is brown, your hat should be a certain lighter brown and so on—

THE TECHNIE, ATLANTA, GA., APRIL 6, 1928

A CORRECTION

This area was the site of the National Intercollegiate Track Meet for 1928, and in addition have also entered two small men's teams in the National Headed Trophy match. These matches have already been fixed, but as yet no word as to the outcome has been received. 

George Tech's score in the corps area match was 3,468 points out of a possible 4,000, a substantial margin over the nearest competitor. M. F. Marvin won the highest individual score, shooting 396 out of a possible 500 in the silver loving cup and also the bronze medals were awarded by the Fourth Corps Area Headquarters. The cup was first offered as a prize to the winner of the intercollegiate contest in 1926, Tech winning for the first time in 1928. Continuing to edge out the highest tallies, the team won also in 1927 and 1928, thereby retaining permanent possession of the cup.
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SPOUTS

Jackets Nose Out Petrels in Series

Frosh Tank Squad

Defeated by

"Y" Team

Cooper and Maier Star

The "Y" swimming outfit defeated the Tech freshmen crew in a dual meet at the Atlanta Athletic club, Saturday night. The "Y" outfit is composed of the stars of the Tech High and Boy's High teams, together with Merrill and Noys, who were Tech varsity men last year.

The Tech youngsters got off to a poor start, but by the time for the final event, the relay, they had a chance for a victory, only to lose that event and to give the "Y" the necessary edge.

The stars for the Freshman this season have been Fleming Cooper and Frank Maier. Cooper has won first place in all the meets thus far in the 100-yard free style, and has also shown up well in the 50-yard freestyle. The Freshman has shown unusual form in the Relay. Noys, who does the fancy diving for the Freshmen, has shown up well in the 50-yard back stroke. As a whole the trip was very successful for the Freshman team. Some fine exhibitions of swimming were put on by the Tech varsity team, both in the 220-yard free style, and the 220-yard medley.

One of the most thrilling races of the afternoon was the half-mile run. "Rock" Rowe, who had been running in fourth place throughout the race, put on a burst of speed to pass the leaders to cop first place, while An­ tanaaxas, after being passed by Rowe, pulled up from third to second place (Continued on Page 5, Column 3)

INFANTRY WINS

R.O.T.C. Track Meet

Air Corps Runner-Up

On March 30, the annual R. O. T. C. track meet was held on Grant Field. A large number of the stu­dents participated in the various events, showing the great interest that is being taken in track by the units. The meet was won by the Infantry by a handy margin. The Air Corps came second while the Signal Corps was third. The winners were greatly aided by the fact that they had several men who are on the varsity squad, but were eligible because they have not yet made their letters.

A practice meet was carried on with the Emory track team at the same time so as to give the varsity men a chance to compete. Some of the men who won the high points in the R. O. T. C. events were also allowed to count these records in the Emory meet.
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BABY JACKETS WIN TWO

Branson Stars for Tech Frosh

McCalle Outclassed

The Tech Stars made a clean sweep of the two game series with McCalle last Friday and Saturday, taking the first game 5 to 2 and the second walked away with a 12 to 2 score.

The first game was rather a close one, but the McCalle boys were held in check by the consistent delivery of the Tech pitchers, Branson and Murray. In addition to his pitching ability, Branson demonstrated his ability at the bat, leading the McCalle team.

Bailey, for McCalle, pitched a very good game, holding the McCalle hitters Junior Jackets down to a comparatively few hits.

In the second game, the Bat "found" Garnet and went wild, hitting the ball at random. Garnet was relieved by Bailey, Quinn pitched an exceptionally good game for the Tech freshmen.

The Freshmen line-up was Clark, H., Beams, e., Jones, 2d; Horrocks, 3d; Dunlap, 3rd; Holt, 1st; Hales, L.f.; Branson, p.; Dyer, c.f.; (coh.) Murphy, p.; Quinn, p. (second game).

Jacket Lacrosse Team Is Getting in Shape

Jackets Defeat Alabama

If you want to see the Jacket Lacrosse outfit, you will have to amble over to Piedmont Park these days. The regular practice session of Grant field was interrupted by the recent rescheduling of the field.

Coach Crenshaw is rapidly putting his men into first-class shape for the rather tough schedule ahead of them. The promised eastern tour is causing great fight for births on the twelve. The first game on foreign territory will be played at Lexington, Virginia. Two days later they meet the Navy at Annapolis. On the twentieth of April they will finish the tour when they play the University of Maryland at Baltimore. Though only a few schools will be played on the trip, they have the best teams in the country.

INFANTRY WINS R. O. T. C. TRACK MEET

(Continued from Page 4)

The last few yards, Broek, a very promising freshman, easily took first in the high hurdles. He was leading the field in the low hurdles, when his foot caught on one of the hurdles and threw him to the ground. He got up, resumed running, and was pushing Faisst for the lead when the finish line was crossed.

Lumpekin, of the Navy, took second place in both the stopwatch and the javelin throw.

Chocolate Milk 5c Five Points Cigar Store

Easter Clothes

Do us outfit you for Easter and Easter with the sell winning Frosh Hits.

Two Trouser Suits

In the new models. Patterns and shades are smarter than ever.

** Beautiful Line of Spring Shorts $2.50 to $5.00

New Cravats $1.00 to $3.00

Fancy Sox 50c to $1.50

Spring Hats $5.00 to $8.00

Nunn-Bush Shoes $8.00 to $13.00

PARKS-CHAMBERS Inc.

FRATERNITY AND CLASS STATIONERY

Invitations for All Occasions

Correctly Engraved at Reasonable Prices

J. P. STEVENS ENGRAVING COMPANY

Invitations for All Occasions

We assemble for Fortieth Anniversary Plans Made

The Cotillion Club last week held a meeting at which time announcement of the new men elected was made. These are: Hobey Lew, John Lambert, Bill Talia, Frank Waddy, Jack Brown, Bob Austin, Homer Christain, Joe Westbrook, Shi Goebel, and Ward Grantham.

Plans for initiation of the men elected have been made and the date will be announced later.

Tech Alumni to Be Guests of School Assemble for Fortieth Anniversary on May 26

On May 26th, the date of the final baseball game in the annual series between Georgia Tech and the University of Georgia, the Alumni Association will be held at the "old grads" who will come to witness the game and to attend the meeting which the Association has planned. As this date is also Georgia Tech's fourtieth anniversary, the alumni will cooperate with the school in observing this memorable occasion.

The business meeting of the alumni, which will also be held at this time, will start promptly at twelve o'clock and will remain in session until one, when the alumni will adjourn for lunch, which is to be served free.

During the course of this meeting, a set of resolutions will be drawn up and adopted in honor of those men whose names stand out in the past history of the school as benefactors. These men have been invaluable in promoting the welfare of the school and it is felt that some should be taken to express the appreciation of the school and the students toward them.

After lunch has been served, the alumni and their guests will visit campus, where the main improvements that have been made on the campus from time to time will be pointed out. An entire section of the grounds has been reserved for the alumni, and they will attend the game in a body.

The Alumni Association will be aided in this project by representatives from the student body including the faculty, as well as by the Georgia Tech Women's Club and the Woman's Auxiliary.
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We assemble for Fortieth Anniversary Plans Made

The Cotillion Club last week held a meeting at which time announcement of the new men elected was made. These are: Hobey Lew, John Lambert, Bill Talia, Frank Waddy, Jack Brown, Bob Austin, Homer Christain, Joe Westbrook, Shi Goebel, and Ward Grantham.

Plans for initiation of the men elected have been made and the date will be announced later.

Tech Alumni to Be Guests of School Assemble for Fortieth Anniversary on May 26

On May 26th, the date of the final baseball game in the annual series between Georgia Tech and the University of Georgia, the Alumni Association will be held at the "old grads" who will come to witness the game and to attend the meeting which the Association has planned. As this date is also Georgia Tech's fourtieth anniversary, the alumni will cooperate with the school in observing this memorable occasion.

The business meeting of the alumni, which will also be held at this time, will start promptly at twelve o'clock and will remain in session until one, when the alumni will adjourn for lunch, which is to be served free.
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Textile Department Conducting Tests In Smoke Problem

Tech, through its textile department, is conducting a series of tests that will be of utmost significance to the city of Atlanta and Georgia cloth manufacturers.

The smoke nuisance that has existed in the city for some years has been its most perplexing problem. Furthermore, the weather conditions of this state have taken an untold loss of depreciation of fabric goods in cotton plants recently installed in the plants recently installed in Georgia.

The smoke, mist, fog, dirt, rain and local peculiarities play in lowering or increasing the density and power of sunlight.

Tech is the only school in the United States conducting such an important investigation, and not only are business manufacturers in Georgia watching with interest the tests, but nation-wide attention is being focused on daily results.

Blue Ridge Offers Varied Program for Students

The complete program for the 1928 conference has not yet been made out, but the following outline will give a general idea as to the type of subjects that will be discussed.

- "Race Relations"
- "International Problems"
- "Citizenship"
- "Men and Women"
- "Athletics and Fraternities"
- "Science and Religion."

The first hour of the morning is a period of worship under the direction of Dr. Thompson, an able leader.

This program will tend to develop all sides of the students' life—inspirational, educational, recreational, and social.

Schedule of Typical Blue Ridge Day

Perhaps the best way to give an idea of a day at Blue Ridge is to reprint one of the daily schedules of the past conference. This is a typical example of a Blue Ridge day, and they are all practically the same, with the exception of Sunday.

DAILY SCHEDULE
7:00—Breville
7:30—Breakfast
8:00—Morning worship (on the campus)
8:30—Forum
8:45—Conversation period
10:00—Discussion groups
10:45—Discussion groups
12:00—Technique hour
1:00—Lunch
2:00—Leaders' meeting
3:00—Recreation period—baseball, basketball, swimming, etc.
4:00—Supper
5:00—Fellowship groups
5:30—Platform hour
8:00—State delegation meetings
9:00—Taps
10:00—Taps
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The cottage used by the various colleges and universities of the South. The cottage is a comfortable home while at Blue Ridge and every man who has ever been to Blue Ridge feels proud that he is a part of the school that owns such a home.

The cottage is in a secluded corner although centrally located—far enough for the main buildings to be convenient. It contains eight rooms, running water, and a sleeping porch accommodating twenty men.

McLaughlin and Orrak
ADDRESS A. B. M. E.
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The cottage was made of great interest by the showing of slides of some of the plants recently installed in the south by the General Electric Company.
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Another week and the old cycle runs again to bear auditors all the beautiful creations of the past half fortnight. All the thrilling, sub¬

crene, etc. etas went out of their usual big way, excepting they were somewhat more rigorous than is common in the general gatherings of the collegians.

Many of our fresh found that the athletic activities of a spring Friday are somewhat strenuous when the afternoon gun awakes around the cor¬

er; yet their tired and weary limbs stagger another hundred miles through the smoke screened floors of Jem when the afternoon is done. And the sub-sub-sub deb—do they think it's perfectly terrible to make (their usual) little boys work so hard. Don't worry little girls; they'll buy you another dog pop by and by, even if the great big upperclassmen are too hard.

But Friday night brings another story to our minds, and while the younger or upper college men engaged in peaceful slumber, the young upperclassmen attended one of the most elaborate occasions of the spring season which took place in the form of the Delta Sigma Phi dance. The Delta Sigs certainly fixed things up splendidly and included a lot of fun. One of the high school fraternities (?) tried to pull a Dope Fairbanks on them, but it was too late—everyone had voted for the other. Crowley and Martin, Reynolds; left on bases. McCartney, 4. left. Hill 2: struck out. by Lawson 4. by Florrid 2. Oglethorpe was guilty of two errors, neither of which entered in a canter. Oglethorpe was guilty.

The Athenians have changed the rate of their little commencement and it will be the 15th, 19th, and 21st, instead of the former dates. Nature¬

ly it will be kind a hard on us Tech boys not getting to see that holiday in the 21st, but the Alpha Two have big plans planned for the twain, although the big gun hasn't been fired yet.

That's all this time, kiddies; next time I will tell you how Buster Bear and Peter Rabbit became such good friends. Good night!

The San Francisco Ferries

Where do young college men get in a large industrial organization? Have they opportunity to exercise creative talent? Is individual work recognized?

San Francisco now has the finest ferry fleet in all the world. Recently there has been added to it four Golden Gate Diesel-electric auto ferries; one Southern Pacific Diesel-electric auto ferry; one Northwestern Pacific Diesel-electric auto ferry; and the Key System's two electric-drive giants—the largest passenger ferries ever built. These modern steel boats—all Westinghouse-equipped—give to the Bay cities a ferry service unsurpassed for speed and safety, cleanliness and comfort.

The big jobs go to big organizations. Westinghouse attracts young men of enterprise and genius because it daily provides opportunities for pioneering and outstanding work which smaller companies can seldom offer.

The Key System ferries are each equipped with two 1,250-hp. Westinghouse main propulsion motors; one, 1,900-kilowatt Westinghouse generator; and one, 3,070-hp. Westinghouse-Parsens turbine. The Southern Pacific, Northwestern Pacific, and Golden Gate boats likewise have Westinghouse propelling motors and generators. Auxiliary units, such as motor-drive pumps and steering apparatus, are Westinghouse on all these ferries.
Eight Men Taken into Briaerean Club

Either Arnold, Mike Schaeffer, Eugene Tate, Joe Nelson, Joe Ross, Adrian
Newcomer, Alexander Wise, and Gordon McWilliams. The initiation was followed by a dinner at the Ansley Hotel.

The Briaerean Society is a combined honorary and social fraternity whose members are selected from the pre-junior, junior, and senior classes of Co-Op. Men are eligible for election to membership during the second term of the sophomore year. Membership in the Briaereans is one of the highest honors that may be conferred upon a student at Tech. Every year the Briaerean Society gives a smoker for each section of the incoming freshmen. From the new sophomore three men from each section, having the highest scholastic average, are voted on by their classmates, and the two most popular of these are given an award at their respective smokers. Also to the senior with the highest scholastic average for four and one year-half years' record, a silver loving cup is presented at Honor Day Exercises. The cup to be presented this year is now on display in the Co-Op office.

What Shakespeare says about Coca-Cola

“Ever precise in promise keeping”
The point of Lucio’s remark is not what he said in spirit, but what he said. It surely describes Coca-Cola, for consider these facts:

Pure as Sunlight
And the proof of its purity is in the testing. Twenty-two scientific tests, covering every step in its preparation, safeguard this pure drink of natural flavors.

Drink
Coca-Cola
Relicious and Refreshing

Dr. Remonda

Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, Ga.

$1 million a day — IT HAD TO BE GOOD TO GET WHERE IT IS

SKILL

The twist of the wrist, the "throw" of the arm, the shifting of the weight—these are among the many little points which make the skill that you admire in the javelin thrower as he hurls the shaft two hundred feet or more.

As on the track or the football field, in the gymnasium or on the water, so in industry progress is the result of fine improvements—a thousandth of an inch here—a minute variation in a curve there—slight changes foreseen by engineers and carried out by skilled workmen.

It is this attention to detail that is constantly improving General Electric apparatus and contributing to the electrical industry, which, though still young, is already a dominant force, increasing profit and promoting success in every walk of life.

Window in New Dining Hall, Senior Memorial

Dunkin Elected Class Orator

A special meeting of the Senior Class was called Tuesday morning at eleven o’clock for the purpose of electing a class orator and deciding on the class memorial. Reuben Hood, Fred Bush, Bill Dunkin, and Earl Ewell were nominated and Bill Dunkin was elected to deliver the class oration.

Clem Ford, Chairman of the Memorial Committee, made a report on the investigations of that committee and in his report recommended that the class vote to place a Memorial window in the new dining hall. Two windows were designed, a steel mesh of an inch here—a minute variation in a curve there—slight changes foreseen by engineers and carried out by skilled workmen. It is this attention to detail that is constantly improving General Electric apparatus and contributing to the electrical industry, which, though still young, is already a dominant force, increasing profit and promoting success in every walk of life.

General Electric

The Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, Ga.
Oil Can Club Elects
Eight Mechanicals

Seven Juniors and One Soph
Honored

Seven Juniors and one Sophomore were elected to the Oil Can Club, honorary mechanical engineering organization at a recent meeting held at a downtown cafe. Those elected were George Lewis, Wadley Glenn, Lathrop Lane, Casper Johnson, Lorentz Bellinger, Roderic Lee, Rufus Adair, and Homer Christian.

The present organization was formed a short time ago with the cooperation of several members of the original Oil Can Club which went out of existence last year after a number of years of successful operation. The Oil Can Club affords the opportunity for the men in the mechanical engineering department to meet in a social way and become acquainted with the members of other classes in the department.

Marionettes Return
from Week-End
Trip

Tour of Augusta and Savannah Planned

The Marionettes have returned from a week-end trip to Cartersville, Dalton and Chattanooga, and report an enthusiastic welcome everywhere, especially in Dalton, where the town was practically turned over to Tech for the night. They were entertained there with a dance which drew all the debs and sub-debs of the town. The play, "The Faisly," was put over very successfully, the acting of Ansel Talbert and Hudson Edwards being especially good.

A tour is being planned to include Augusta and Savannah, about the first of May, and should arouse a great deal of interest as this is new territory for the Tech Dramatists.

Record Enrollment
at Evening School

The Georgia Tech Evening School of Commerce has registered 420 students for the third quarter, the largest number that has been registered since the evening school was established, Prof. Fred B. Weiss, director of the evening school, announced Friday.

More than fifty Atlanta concerns are represented at the evening school, it was stated. In addition to members of the commerce department faculty of Georgia Tech, who are instructing at the evening school, many prominent Atlanta businessmen also are aiding as instructors.

Georgia School of Technology

A TECHNICAL SCHOOL WITH
A NATIONAL REPUTATION

The Georgia School of Technology offers to young men of ability and ambition a training which will fit them for positions of responsibility and power. The national reputation of this institution is based not on claims, but on results. Its greatest asset is the record which its alumni are making in the productive work of the world. Georgia Tech graduates succeed because they have been trained both to think scientifically and to work efficiently.

Courses in CIVIL, ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL, TEXTILE, GENERAL, AND CERAMIC ENGINEERING, ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY, ARCHITECTURE, COMMERCE, AND GENERAL SCIENCE.

Coast Artillery, Signal Corps, Air Service, Infantry, and Ordnance Units of the R. O. T. C.

For Further Information Address
THE REGISTRAR
Georgia School of Technology
ATLANTA, GEORGIA

Telephony, too, has
its big game hunting

ANY a man in Bell telephone work feels the thrill of the Marco Polo hunt—big game too, because he may be trailing down the solution of a problem meaning greater convenience and conservation of time to millions of people. Perhaps it is how to reduce the amount of precious metal required in the contact points on telephone transmitter springs. Or it may involve some far-reaching question of management, the supervision of men and women, the need for a particular apparatus, the direction in which plant and personnel are to go to be ready for the needs of a coming generation.

The business of telephony is a continual hunt for the better way.
Tech Graduates to Receive Advanced Degrees

Davidson and Philips Complete Required Work

In June, when the seniors graduate and leave to go out into the world and conquer its mysteries, there will be two men who are old grads of Tech coming back to receive their advanced degrees in Mechanical Engineering.

These men are J. L. Davidson, B.S. in M.E., 1915, and Carl Phillips, B.S. in M.E., 1920. Their theses have already been approved and accepted and they are prepared to receive their degrees just as soon as June arrives.

Statewide Meet Held by Y.M.C.A. Workers

A state-wide convention of student Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. workers was held at Athens on March 30 and 31. Representatives from every student Y.M.C.A. in the State were present.

The meeting was presided over by C. L. Loomis, regional student secretary, and George Collins, of New York. The convention discussed the problems of the college student today, and the ways by which the Y.M.C.A. can aid the student in solving these problems. The creation of "intellectual honesty" among the students was the principal topic of discussion.

Fashion Review Number of Yellow Jacket on Sale Saturday

Good Issue Promised

The April issue of the Yellow Jacket, which is the Fashion Review number, will be on sale Saturday. This number was to appear on the first, but due to a delay at the printers, it will be a week late. This number promises to be one of the best this year. There is an unusually good assortment of jokes and cartoons, of the most mirth provoking type. It will be excellent reading and worth anyone's time and money.

GEORGIAN TERRACE BARBER SHOP
Tech Men's Choice
"It pays to look well"

FLY with PITCAIRN at CANDLER FIELD

Pleasure Flights ($2.50)
Local and cross-country flights to any point, any time
Flying Instruction
PITCAIRN AVIATION OF GA., Inc.
The Municipal Airport of Atlanta.
10-hour course in flying instruction, also longer courses leading to commercial pilot licenses.
Write for illustrated booklet

Still another leading tobacconist in Atlanta, Ga., says:

"The growth of OLD GOLD Cigarettes' popularity here has been amazing to me, but what interests me most is the way students stick to the brand after they start smoking it. OLD GOLD smokers don't switch."

R. B. Stroud
"Tech Commissary"
638 Cherry St.

For a most refreshing change:

"Follow your friends and smoke this smoother and better cigarette"